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ABSTRACT
Industrial robots have been a significant part of the workplace for decades. They include fixed
and caged robots, drones, collaborative and mobile robots, and robots utilizing artificial
intelligence. Recent advancements in robotics have been far more significant than in the past
three decades. There are many benefits to the use of robots in the workplace, especially in
performing repetitive tasks to improve productivity and reduce worker health and safety risk
exposures. Robots also have been used along with workers as teams for precision tasks and
rescue missions. Certain industrial sectors are increasing the use of robots, including
manufacturing, healthcare, mining, and construction sectors. There are associated concerns for
human worker safety and health arising from these rapid technological advances, lack of worker
experience in close operations with robots and new and emerging types of robots in varied work
settings, as well as the potential for unforeseen hazards and unanticipated consequences. The
Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries Research Database identified 61 robot-related deaths from
1992 to 2015. Predicted rapid growth in availability and sales of robots designed to work in close
cooperation with human workers and continued expansion into broader industry sectors may
present new risks or intensify existing exposures for many workplaces. The National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) recently established the Center for Occupational
Robotics Research (CORR) to proactively address benefits and worker safety associated with
increasing prevalence of robots in the workplace. This presentation will share knowledge on the
changing landscape of workplaces with robotics, make suggestions for transferring robotics
safety knowledge into workplace and job design practices, introduce the NIOSH CORR, and
seek input on how occupational safety and health research can best serve the robotics field and
how NIOSH and academia may work collaboratively in this area.
Refreshments will be served in 428 Daniels Hall from 10:30 - 10:50 AM
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